
 

 

 

“Questions and Answers” 

 

 

The Proposal: 

As now, the primary and secondary schools will remain open at their separate sites and will be supported by 

phase-specific experts from the wider Astrea Academy Trust and elsewhere.  From September 2022, this 

specialisation will be made official and permanent by having separate primary and secondary schools in their 

own right.  This is largely an internal reorganisation within the same Trust, which is a single legal entity.  

Technically, one school – which is likely to be the secondary – will change its age range and a ‘new’ school will 

be created for the remaining scholars.  Your child’s current place at the school will not be affected. 

   

1) Why are we proposing to specialise the primary and secondary schools? 

The overriding purpose of the proposal is to improve education for children in the local community, which we 

have found we can do more quickly where decisions can be made between primary practitioners in the 

primary and by secondary practitioners further up the school.  Much of this already happens in practice and so 

this change simply confirms the arrangements. 

2) If this is already happening in practice, why does anything need to change? 

Schools in England are held individually accountable by Ofsted, the Department for Education and others.  This 

means that we have to maintain certain things in common even when we would prefer to do them differently.  

As two schools, we will be able to make changes where necessary whilst keeping in common the things that 

benefit all of our scholars, regardless of age.   

3) If this change is necessary, why was the school set up as an all-through in the first place? 

When the school was set up, we expected more children to come into the primary and to feed through into 

the secondary – this would have made sure we had a real “all through” feel in our ethos.  Unfortunately, 

primary school numbers are falling across Sheffield and we cannot fill our primary year groups. 

The other big change is, of course, the pandemic.  This has been a real challenge for all schools, but particularly 

our primary because scholars here are much younger and the school does not have the benefits of one that is 

fuller.  This has meant drawing a lot more on support from the Trust and we have found that this primary 

specialist support has helped us to improve more quickly.  By making this arrangement permanent, we can 

secure these benefits and make decisions more quickly and more focused on primary and secondary scholars. 

It is also the case that when the school proposal was approved, Astrea had only a few schools and it made 

sense to share resources between our primary and secondary school under the same name.  The Trust now 

has twenty-six schools and there are many more opportunities for resources and expertise to be shared 

amongst a wider family of schools. 



4) Is the decision final? 

No.  Whilst we would not be starting this discussion if we did not think it was the right thing to do, a final 

decision will only be made once the consultation has concluded.  We will ask the Secretary of State for 

permission to make this change through the Regional Schools Commissioner, who will see the results of our 

consultation. 

5) Will my child’s place at the school be affected? 

Your child’s current place at the school will not be affected and this decision will have no future impact on any 

child in the secondary stage.  If your child is in the primary, he or she will not automatically progress to Yr7 and 

you will have to make an application, which we will support you with.  We will be naming the new primary 

school as a feeder school to the secondary so the two will remain linked. 

6) How will this benefit my child’s education? 

Day-to-day, your child is unlikely to notice any difference other than in the improvements we continue to 

make as growing schools.  Behind the scenes, this change will speed up the decision-making that goes into 

those improvements. 

7) The original plan was for scholars in Years 5 and 6 to have their lessons in the new building.  Will this still 

happen? 

There will be opportunities for scholars in the primary stage to take advantage of resources in the secondary, 

but we can no longer have Yr5 and 6 classes in the secondary building because this space is needed for the 

number and the needs of our secondary scholars.  This would be the case even if we did not make this change. 

8) Is any of this linked to the recent closure of the primary building? 

No.  We have been working on these plans for a few months, before the recent storms, to make sure that we 

got our proposal right for our community. 

9) Will one of the schools have a new name? 

Yes.  When the change is confirmed, we will want to hear your children’s and your ideas for what this could 

be! 

10) Which school will be the ‘new’ school? 

The Department for Education gives each school a unique number and this is likely to be given to the primary 

school, but a decision on this will be made after the consultation has ended so that we can make a decision 

based on this. 

11) Will I have to buy a new uniform? 

In time, we are likely to update the uniform to reflect the name of the new school but we will not do this in a 

way that creates extra costs over and above what it would cost if the schools kept the same name.  

12) My child has an EHCP.  Will there be a separate consultation? 

We will make sure that all EHCPs correctly record the name of the ‘new’ school but the provision we make for 

your child will not change as a result of this specialisation. 

13) Are any jobs at the school at risk from this change? 



No.  As growing schools, each will continue to recruit and no redundancies are being proposed as a result of 

this change.  As part of the same Trust, staff at both schools will continue to be able to support in the other 

when needed. 

14) How can I let you know my views? 

You can make your views known by responding to our survey here or you can email 

consultations@astreaacademytrust.org.  We will also be arranging a parents and carers meeting in March and 

we will invite you to this. 

 

 

 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=gGfPFvBL70-q-gtugufqChNtQ7nWKItJtZ6XokenZBxUNUxZU1RVTzhOTTFHMUU1N0JXQUQzQ0NaVy4u
mailto:consultations@astreaacademytrust.org

